Looking and feeling confident is not always simple to learn but it is worth gaining. Be Sure Of Yourself By Making Use Of 17 Tips On How To Look Confident. Maybe you cannot feel confident; maybe you are having a bad hair day, with a shaved off eyebrow from an overnight rave or awful zit the size of a mountain. The first tip on how to look confident that I want to share here is that sometimes, when you are in troubles or get the terrible feelings that take your confidence away, you should try doing things you love to reduce any bad mood and also energize your self-mind. You can take the long luxurious shower that you have desired to have since last weekend, do the pedicure you have craved to do since last week, or shave those legs that you always expect to do some day. How to Look Confident. Looking confident can be a challenge, especially when you are feeling nervous or unsure of yourself. But you can project an air of confidence with your appearance through your clothing choices, the way that you... Â People are attracted to smiling faces because people who smile seem more confident and approachable. Make sure to smile when you enter a room, when you meet new people, and as you talk to people. Just donâ€™t smile in a way that seems forced or unnatural.